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Removal of images The world around you is filled with stimuli that aren't your fault, but choosing to step away from it all can be an uphill battle. National Health & Medical Research Foundation, National Mental Health Foundation, is unable to guarantee the safety of such sessions. If you feel that this statement applies to you, or someone you are caring for, please call your nearest hospital, call centre or doctor. ABA therapists are to check regularly that ABA sessions are not
intimidating or unpleasant for the person being treated. Gaz, a human who is three years old, is found in the shell. He reveals to Gaz's brother that he and his wife have been kidnapped by a borg, and that they are going to be assimilated into the borg collective. The pair want to help the boy escape from his borg, but the borgs' ship is unable to leave. Ensign Tracey Riley and Captain Picard travel to the turbolift to beam the young boy out of the borg collective. Gaz shares his
emotions with the pair, and he is taken back to the Enterprise, where he is met by his family. The Enterprise's Doctor Beverly Crusher wants to become pregnant. The Doctor is unable to provide any medical advances to help her, but Picard agrees to surgically implant a borg child in her womb, to be delivered via Caesarian section. A borg from the Vengeance (and a Romulan with a remarkable resemblance to Admiral Roderick Jean-Luc Picard) board the Enterprise to stop

the transfer of the Enterprise's medical technology. Captain Picard is confronted by the two borg, but Picard holds his ground. Both borgs attack the Enterprise, forcing the crew to withdraw to the saucer section. The borg re-board the Enterprise, and begin building their model in the saucer section. Dr. Crusher is unable to repair the wound inflicted by the first borg, and nearly gives in to suicide. Dr. Crusher is contacted by the borg, and she tells them about how the
Enterprise's son is being born. The borg is determined to stop
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